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.AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

'EHCENTAGES OF TAXES FOR
1912 COLLECTED TO JUNE 1
the smallest in the Btate with the exception of Taos and Sandoval counties, notwithstanding the fact that
Gallup coal Is sold all over the south-

Santa Fe, N. M., June 26. How is
the new tax law working? That
question one hears many times, and
in view of the fact that it was expected 1ht the new law would Vie a great
improvement upon the old way of do.
ing business, considerable Interest attaches to the traveling auditor's statement of taxes paid up to and Including May 31, which has just been Is-

west.

The second best collection is reported from Luna county, where 88.75 per
cent of $113,268.22 has been collected.
This is more than twice as much as
should be collected in McKlnley county, although according to the census
of 1910 Luna county had 3,913 population while McKlnley county had
although about half of this num-be- r
are Indians.
Va'ieucia, Quay and Grant count'es
are also on the honor list, also having
collected more than 80 per cent of
the total amount.
The tallendcr in the way of collections, according to ine flst, is Santa
Fe, our own fair domain, where but
38.55 per cent pf the total for 1912 has
been collected. The amount possible
to collect is $182,846.83, and on'iy
$70,498.14 has been received by the
collector.
The figures in detail on the situation In each county are given below.

sued.

According to the new law all iyi2
taxes became delinquent on June 1,
and reports in the office of the traveling auditor show that the total to be
collected on the tax roll was In the
26 counties of the state, $3,595,748.75,
and of this amount $2,384,875.93 had
been collected. Figured on a percentage basis, 66.32 per cent had been
collected and 33.68 per cent had been
al'iowed to become delinquent.
First place goes to McKlnley county, which accord! g to the report has
collected 91.61 per cent of the total
taxes to be collected, although It
might be added that the amount to
be collected in McKlnley county Is

12,-01-

Total Tax

Amount
Collected

$305,561.95
292,760.84
281,156.05

$231,531.33
158,891.80.
183,775.56

i

County

llernalillo
Chaves
Colfax

Curry

.

.

-

Dona Ana

Eddy
,iGra?t :
Guadalupe'):;
Lincoln
Luna -

U&SSkM

84,658.46

1 192,781.31

145,649.05

192,477.68
803,312.43

?r,,
---

102,270.56
113,268.22

-

55,938.83
93,762.73
131,023.46

McKlnley

Mora
Otero

W

-

Jfio Arriba

Roosevelt Sandoval
Kan Juan
Sau Miguel
Santa Fe Sierra
Socorro - Taos

Toirame .

-

60,390.34
--

'

143,468.49
38,499.44
72,669.75

138,930.79
95,389.79

Union

Valencia

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

the
Santa Fe, N. M., June 26.- -In
which
has
vs.
Garcia,
Garcia
of
rate
been on trial in the federal court all
the first witness, Mrs. Bessie
Wilson, was still on the stand at 3:30
yesterday afternoon. Today a number
of additional letters, identified by Mrs.
Wilson as written to her by Ellas G.
Garcia, were introduced into the record, and the witness told of her being
sent to Denver by Mr. Garcia in 1905
recauae he had heard reports that he
had been living with her. He asked
her to tell that she was going to Las
Vegas ta enter a business college, to
"throw them off the track," she says
he told her. Other witnesses are to
be called, and with the arguments of
attorneys yet to be heard it is hard
to tell just when the case will be fin.
ished
Here
Not
Come
Should
Complaints
Till July 14
The regular meeting of the state
board of equalization will begin on the
first Monday of July, which will be the
seventh day of the month, and there
will be numerous appeals to be heard
by the board from all parts of the
state. It has been officially stated,
however, that it will be impracticable
for the board to take up and decide
such appeals before the beginning of
the following week, as it will be necessary to take considerable time in
the examination Of the tax rolls from
the different counties and in the tabulation of figures shown thereby, in
order to have a general idea of the
13 in te different counties.
asseF
It is i' art of the duty of the board
to ti y (o equalize assessments between
counties and It Is not considered
to take up t complaints and
"grievances as to particular assessments until the board ha3 informed itself as to the assessments throughout
the state. Therefore it will not be
well for persons having such matters
to present to appear before the fourteenth day of July, and It is hoped
(hut the nress throughout the state
will ,"iv" r'l the publicity possible to
H in !: einont.
Should Dear Part Expense
CrState Department of Education,
Santa Fe, Jtf. M.,
To Chairmen Board of County Com
missioners,
Dear Sirs: The National Educational
association will meet at Salt Lake City
,
11. This 8 the largest gaiuei-ilulv
most
and
world
in
tbo
of educators
iianortniit in the discussions held and
ito!i;ies initiated. Tu accordance with
ractj! of tbisi office. I am urj
w.-f-

;

38.20
16.94
'
39.77

24.45

83.66

SS

60.23

91.61

61,477.42

65.5

8.39
34.43
28.02

oC,E97.E2
30,035.58

26,786.61
182,846.53

61.80

51,246.28

101,744.41
'

24.23
45.73
34.64
25.63

52.42

35,344.10

52,096.45

75.77
54.27
65.36
74.37
75.55

47.58
88.75

55,0S6.55

116,361.65

"

11.25

'

7198

94,305.12
109,020.98.

128,499.54

-

Collected

118,958.31
308.S7S.2l
63,139.03
48,661.66
100,521.10

104,828.3(5

---

Percent
Delinquent

Percent

84.84
64.16
65.45
57.65
44.25
61.54
38.55
53.66
67.79

5L491.26
139,574.49
70,498.14
32,404.22

97,254.42
28,754.85
40,357.99
87,628.82
84,228.68

15.16
35.84
34.55
42.35
55.75
38.46
61.45
46.34
32.21
25.30
44.47
36.93
11.70

'

74.70
55.53

63.07
88.30

ing attendance at this meeting of coun
ty superintendents, as I believe noth
ing else will so improve their efficien
cy and secure better results in the to
provement of our rural and village
schools.
They will get a more com
prehensive view of school problems
suggestions for the solution of such
problems, and a professional spirit and
enthusiasm will mean much for the
adequate education of children In our
rural and village communities.
It has been held a proper expendi
ture for county commissioners to pay
part or all of the expenses of the
county superintendent of schools in at
tending the National Educational asso
ciation meeting, out of the county
school fund, and I urge that you make
such allowance for the expenses of
your county superintendent of schools
s will permit, him to attend this
meeting. We expect to have a large

worm escapes
OPERATION
By Timely Use of Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

Here is her ovm statement.
Cary, Maine. "I feel it a duty I owe
to all sulfering women to tell what
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

y

v

Com-

pound did for me.
One year ago I found

N

myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains
in both sides and
such a soreness I

delegation present) from this state and
to have every part of the state represented.
As a basis for the allowance made.
I quote the railroad round trip fares
Alfrom various points as follows:
Santa
buquerque, $40.25;
Fe, $37.65;
Carlsbad, $45.60; El Paso $55.95;
Pullman farea will amount to $6 to $8
each way and lodging and meals to
approximately $5 per day.
Very truly yours,
ALVAN N. WHITE.
State Supt. Public Instruction.
Santa Fe,' N. M., June 24, 1913.
Good Solution to Water Contest
A hearing before the stte engineer
occurred yesterday to adjust a controversy betewen the Rlto de la
Llama company and Butler and Wels,
regarding water rights. The Llama Is
located in Taos county in the section
between Taos and Questa. The Llama
company appropriates water from that
stream under application No. 75 from
a main into the river. Butler and Weis
under application No. 477 want to use
the flood waste waters on the Bame
stream through the same ditch. The
company did not want the flood waters to come through the ditch and
were not willing that Butler and Weis
should use it. The state engineer has
advised the parties, rather than to go
to the expense of condemning the
stream to merely change the course of
diversion further down on the stream
and fcuild a ditch of their own. An
headgate could be used to
record the water, and from the upper
flow the company could get the
amount due It and no more, and the excess water would go down to Butler
and Weis and supply them with the
amount called for. The parties in the
contest have agreed to this reasonable
solution t.0 the dilemma.

--
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WEAK STOMACH

;fjr(i,willtv
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
to Lj diaK.Pinkliain MedicineCJo.
(confidential) Lynn,Mass., for ad- - enable the stomach to perform its
vicft. Your letter will he opened, functions naturally. For sale by all
read atm answered iy a woman, dealers. Adv.
and held la strict conlidenee.
A!

HIE

Lzzi

FIGHTING

Ti

U-

WILL
NOT WAIT FOR TOMMY
DIXON TO BRING THE BATTLE
TO HIM

on't Delay Tailing Advantage of the Eiz
tremeiy Loiv PHaea Beyond Thai Bay
in Silk. Wool, Linen sr-- Lingerie Dress s Wool Coats. Wool
Suits, Wash Suits, Parasols, Millinery, Lawns. Batistes, Dimities.
Tissues, Ratines and all Fancy Wash Goods et
t

MLL

dDTlHIEIB LUiZ

throughout the store, excepting Nemo Corsets, Kaysers Silk Gloves
and Hose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet Gords, Sunburst
Silk, Butterick Patterns arnd Publications, all Threads and all
Shoes, at

n

--

u
Sale For Gads Only

Nothing Exchanged

VeufLoftdinSioro

VICTOR
TALKING
MACHINES

I

&

iiHJJ

WAGNER

S.asemm&Lf& Son
Established

FOLDING

South 5idoRfl5a

1862

S

No Substitute Could do This
No Inferior substitute but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
He says:
"I was
Kidney trouble.
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
I took
and I had spells of dizziness.
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Vrosa Drug Store.

square feet of rentable area. The cost
of the building alone was $2,500,000,
while the total investment, including
the lot, amounts to over $3,000,000.
The Chamber of Commerce will, occupy the second and third floors of
the building. .

HIGHEST INLAND BUILDING
Cincinnati, June 26. With former
President
William H. Taft and a
number of other prominent guests in
the magnificent new
attendance,
building of the Cincinnati Chamber
of Commerce was formally dedicated
today. The dedication exercises were
preceded by a parade of tne members
from the old building to the new.
The new building, which is located at
Fourth and Vine streets, is said to be
the highest Inland building on the
American continent. The tower portion of the building consists of 38
stories, four of which are below the
street level. The total height from
floor to the top of the
tower i3 535 feet, while the height
above the street level is 495 feet. The
tower is surmounted by a lantern 14
feet high.
The building' contains
5,175 cubic feet of Bpace and 216,000

annual contoday for the thirty-sixt- h
vention of their state association.
sessions, at which all branches of musical instruction will be discussed, will continue f two days and
will be interspersed with several recitals and two evening concerts, in
which a number of musicians of wide
note will take part. The convention
REUNION OF HOOD'S BRIGADE
Temple, Tex., June 26. Deeds of was called to order today by the
valor were retold today at the
president, James M. Black, of
d
annual reunion of Hood's
Texas brigade. The thrilling part
played by this portion of Lee's army
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
at Gettysburg was reviewed by John Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
H. Klrby of Houston and other speak- across my back, with a burning ana
ers who addressed the white haired scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as
with results certain
veterans who formed such a pillar of and sure. advised,
I felt toned up and invigorstrength 50 years ago. A large num- ated. I recommend Foley Kidney
ber of the veterans are preparing to Pills." For backache, rheumatism,
'leave after adjournment tomorrow lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
for the Gettysburg reunion and cele- ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
bration. Nearly all of them wfil see (.
Store.

Brilliant Stars of June
the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold In June is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
.
Drug Store.
The

By

the field for the first time since the
memorable night of Juiy 3,' 1863,
when, battered and disorganized by
the larger force and superior artillery of the federals, Lee turned his,
army southward.
INDIANA MUSIC TEACHERS
Marlon, Ind., June 26. Music teachers of Indiana assembled here in force

forty-secon-

H

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

-

could scarcely
up at
straighten
times.
My back

h pitch test

WILL LEAD

SATURDAY IS

X

,

If you have

DUNDEE SAYS HE

Albuquerque, X. M., June 26. With
Johnnie Dundee, of New York, and
Tommy Dixon of Kansas City, Mo.,
in active training for their ten round
battle here on the afternoon of July
4, all preparations for the contest are
going along merrily. Dundee is doing
road work at present and will begin
boxing Sunday. The Gotham Italian
Is in fine trim because of his training for the Wolgast and White fights
in Los Angeles, and declares that he
will go after Dixon hammer and tongs
from the start.
Dixon realizes that he has an opportunity of his career to make a
showing against Dundee that will
bring him fame throughout the country. The Kansas City boy is training faithfully and judging by his appearance he is going to give Dundee
a terrific battle. The fight fans of
Albuquerque and Central New Mexico are displaying the greatest In
terest in the Fourth of July, battle,
and it Is expected that a great crowd
will witness the featherweights in
The Dundee-Dixoaffair wili
he staged in the National Guard
which has a seating capacity
of 3,500. Prices .for the contest have
been fixed very reasonably, and within the reach of every fan who wishes
to attend. Reduced rates will be in
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
effect to Albuquerque on all poini.s
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine of the Santa Fe in New Mexico, and
Tablets.
Druggists refund money If It from Trinidad, Colorado, and EI Paso,
"1 "'x
tails to cure. K W. GROVE'S slg Texas.
-,
;
nature Is on each box. 25c.
A Worker
Appreciate This
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
SLAYER OF HUSBAND ON TRIAL Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
Shreveport, La., June 26. Charged years my kidneys and bladder incapawith the murder of her husband, Mrs. citated me for all work. About eight
began using Foley KidDelia Stroud, known as the best horse months age
ney Pills, and thev have done what
faced
woman in northern Louisiana,
ether medicines faf'sd to do, and now
trial today in Judge John R. Land's I am feeling fine. I recommend Focourt. From a plunging horse, Mrs. ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Stroud shot her husband in the public Red Cross Drug Store.
road near Vlvla. The woman alleges
SOCIAL CONDITIONS ABROAD
that she had been attacked by her New
York, June 26. The first of
deIn
self
husband and that she shot
several parties organized to tour Eu
s
fense.
rope this summer for the observation
Mrs. Stroud had been riding with and
study of scjicial and industrial
Edward Beeler, a friend of the fam- conditions
abroad, sailed from here
ily who shared her love for horses. today on the steamship Tietgen. The
The husband is alleged to have been
trip is made under the auspices of
jealo.us of the attention paid his wife New York university and is under the
by Beeler and on meeting them as direction of Dr. Edward Ewing Pratt,
they were returning from a ride, dis- lecturer on statistics in that institumounted and began beating his wife tion. The party will visit the chief
with a strap. As the horse she was centers of Germany and the Scandiriding became unmanageable and as navian countries. Investigations will
he could not get close enough to con be made of city planning, municipal
tinue that form of chastisement he ownership, housing, penal and vagdrew a revolver, it is said, and was rant colonies, social problems, priabout to fire when his wife brought vate philanthropy, public relief, chilher own weapon into play. Despite dren's work and juvenile courts.
A second party, also under the austhe unsteadiness of her seat her aim
was true and Stroud was killed in pices of New York university, will
stantly with a bullet through his head. make a similar tour, but will concern
Many prominent persons have been Itself chiefly with labor problems,
called as witnesses to testify as to iabor unions, social insurance, labor
exchanges and industrial betterment
the character of the defendant.
in stores and factories. Still another
party, headed by Prof. S. W. Gilman,
WHOOPING COUGH
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough head of the School of Commerce in
the University of Wisconsin, will sail
every since I have
Remedy
house and t consider It one on the steamship Patricia Saturday
medicines I have ever on a similar mission of investigation.
the
best
of
.Gilman party will tour England,
used. My children have all used it The
Belgium,
Germany and Switzerland
and it works like a charm for colds
will confine its investigation to
and whooping cough. In fact, I con and
the methods of work in the great
sider it good for any kind of a throat
industrial plants in those countries.
not
think
do
and
or lung trcuble.
any
household complete without It," writes
L. C. Haines, of Marbury, Ala. You
HELPLESS AS BABY
will look a good while before you i'nd
a better preparation than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
whooping cough In children. It con- Down in Mind Unable to
Work,
tains no narcotic and Is pleasant to
Adv.
dealersall
sale
For
and
What Helped Her.
take
by

COMMENCEMENT AT MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 26. The
I
ached, I had no apannual commencement
petite and was so of the University of Michigan took
nervous I could not sleep, then I would
be so tired mornings that I could scarcely place today. The graduation ixerc'saudito-ri'iget around. It seemed almost impossi- es were held in the new Hill
ble to move or do a bit of work and I
at 10 o'clock, President (ieorge
thought I never would be any better un- E. Vincent, of the University of Min
til I submitted to an operation. I comthe orator of the day.
menced taking Lydia E.Pinkham's Veg- nesota, being
was crowded, and with
hall
The
great
etable Compound and soon felt like a
new woman. I had no pains, slept well, the decorations of flags and flowers,
had good appetite and was fat and and the brilliant toilettes of the fecould do almost all my own work for a male portion of the audience, prefamily of four. I shall always feel sented an inspiring spectacle. Followthat I owe my good health to your medin the auditorium
icine." Mrs. Haywakd Sowers, Cary, ing the exercises
invited
and
the
guests ad
graduates
Maine.
for the
the
to
gymnasium
journed
ill
do
are
not
If you
drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once commencement dinner. The afternoon
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable was occupied with group receptions
Compound.
and informal reunions.
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J. M. Cunningham, President,
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "I suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began
taking Cardui, the womar's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time i had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 48
years years old, but feel as
good as I did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me fr6m losing
my mind, and 1 feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. 1 wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the cood it would do
.

K.

L

drust

Write to; Ghattanooirn
WetUeiiw
Co., Ladies'
for
vW
Advisory Dept.. Chatianooen,
Imtructhns on your case and 64 p;i,:e book, 'Home
Treatment for Women," in
jain wrapper. M.C.

Tn..

AS

VEOA

T. Hoskins, Casnibi.
Ass't Cash

S. Lewis.

S

Interest PaJd On Time Deposits

LAS
VEGAS SAVING
"

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

RANTS
MUtf,
AAA

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel Na iional Bank

them."

If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been helping weak womtn for
more than 50 years,' and will help you,
too.
sells it.
Try Cardui. Your

D.

Frank Springer,

Wm. Q, HAYUON

President

H. VV. KELLY
I). T. HOSKINS

Vice President

Treasurer
INTEREST
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u.AS

BLOW

UPON

CHIN

HIE

KILLS

FIGHTER
NEW YORK PHYSICIAN EXPLAINS
INHOW .KNOCKOUT LICKS
JURE THE BRAIN

of brain concussion are momentary
loss of consciousness, giddiness, men-

tal confusion and pale face. The
signs of the more severe forms, unless death comes on very suddenly,
are prolonged unconsciousness, feeble
pulse, pale face, shallow breathing,
cold surface, muscular
relaxation,
sweating and vomiting. The man can
be aroused with difficulty, but he responds angrily and immediately relapses into a somnolent condition. He
lies on his back or curled up on h!
side, with eyes tightly closed, and he
resents every effort at changing his
posture. The pupilB of the eyes are
always contracted.
in these
The first aid treatment
severe cases is: Keep the man quiet
and give him rest. Under no circumstances give him alcohol (a drink of
whiskey is the first thing that most
people think of in case of an injured
person), for, if there Is hemorrhage
Into the brain tissue, the alcohol will
make the bleeding more profuse and
be more likely to produce death ; give r
few drops of aromatic spirits 6f ammonia in water, surround him with hor
water bottles; put a mustard plaster
over the heart and give hot drinks,
meanwhile using cold applications to
the head.

What was It, precisely, that killed
MoCarty, the greatest of all the white
hopes in the fighting game?
At first the cause was said to hae
been a blow to the heart. But immedito
ately thereafter all those having
do with the bout asserted most strenuall
ously that it was not a blow at
that
claimed
death.
They
brought
that
he had had a weak heart and that the
exertion and the excitement of the
first round caused it to give out, says
Dr. Walter Peet in the New York
World.
Luther McCarthy had been examined physically many times by competent physicians the last time being
the week before the flsbt. They
or
found he had no organic defect
When you feel lazy, out of sorts an?
in
weakness whatever. Furthermore,
yawn a good deal of the daytime, yon
fights
and
longest
can charge it to a torpid liver which
his hardest training
the lias allowed
the system to get full oi
his heart never troubled him in
impurities. HERRINR cures all disleast.
orders produced by an inactive liver.
But the autopsy showed conclusively It strengthens
thpt organ, cleanse
blow
that
the cause of death. The
the bowels and puts the system In
manof
young
good healthy condition. Price 50c.
put this fine specimen
the Sold by Central Drug Co.
hood out forever was delivered to
it. was
chin, a little to one side, and
ELKS OF SOUTH DAKOTA
not
only
that
it
such a terrific punch
Mitchell, S. D., June 26 Large delof the brain
concussion
severe
produced
cer- egations of Elks, many of them acbut it also dislocated the fourth
of companied by bands, trooped Into this
bones
the
of
vical vertebra (one
cervi- city today for the annual state conThese
neck).
the
in
the spine
vention and reunion of their order.
cal vertebrae are the smallest bones
dis- The visitors found the arrangements
most
the
easily
and
of the spine
rare that for their reception and entertainment
placed. It is exceedingly
other
part to be of the most perfect and elabora dislocation occurs at any
ate character. The business section
of the column.
of the city was profusely decorated
Canadian
French
the
Arthur Pelkey,
In purple and white, the official colors
who was McCarty's opponent, has the
of the order. The Initial session of
which
blow
a
reputation of striking
the convention, devote.l to the exalmost
of
that
than
has more force
of greetings and the opening
change
He has
any other of the big fighters..
with
was held today,
formalities,
he
because
been held cheaply solely
Exalted Ruler Mills presiding.
Grand
of
but
this,
much
science,
had not
The program extendi over tomorrow
course, does not take away In the
and provides for numerous framres
when
blow
a
of
least from the power
of entertainment.
land.
it does
disloca.Either of the injuriesthe
A substitute medlclr.e is never for
tion or the concussion was severe
so Mc- the benefit of the buyer. Never be
caused
death,
to
have
enough
persunded to buy anything but Foley?
carty was doubly wounded and twice Honey and Tar Compound for cough?
and colds, for children or for grown
doomed.
It is nromDl and effective
The finding of the post mortem exIt comes in a yellow package, with
amination showed that at the point of beehivo on carton.
It contains nc
the dislocation the spinal cord which opiates Take no substitute for Fo
O
is so delicate that nature has thrown ey"s Hoey and Tar Compound.
Drug
a strong bony wall about it in all of G Schaefer and Red Cross
us was compressed to a degree suf- Store.
ficient to cause death.
MEETING OF IOWA BAR
Few people know why a blow to the
Sioux City, la., June 26. The ninechin produces a knockout. The force
of the blow is transmitted through the teenth annual meeting of the Iowa
lower jaw backward and upward, to State Bar association was opened here
its thin socket at. either side of the today with a large and representative
"base of the skull, directly over which attendance of lawyers and jurists. lieulies the fragile brain. The brain, thus tenant Governor Harding welcomed
the visitors and Judge Martin J. Wade
jared, suffers concussion.
of
Iowa City responded. Another
concusThe four general degrees of
sion of the brain are: 1. A simple jar- feature of the day's program was a
on "The Life and Publio Serring of the brain, with no injury what- paper
vice
of
James Wilson," by Judge Walwith
ever. 2. A bruising of the brain
little injury and quick recovery. 3. ter I. Smith of Council Bluffs. Judge
A tearing of the brain, with slight Horace E. Deemer, of the Iowa suhemorrhage into the brain substance. preme court, will deliver the presi4
A tearing of the brain, with much dent's address tomorrow, taking as his
'
hemorrhage Into the brain substance subject, "Representative Government.
of
a
in
Boxers suffer
great majority
BEAUTIFUL
WOMEN
cases onlyi the first two degrees. They
It has been observed that beautiful
generally recover at once. The last two
degrees are serious, and often cause women always have good digestion
The symptoms of the slighter forms If your digestion is faulty Chamber
Iain's Tablets will correct it. They
death.
are easy to take and most agreeable
in effect. For sale by all dealers.
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Miles Inland.

ANYTHING
IS

FOR
LAVISHLY
PROVIDING
AND ENTERTAIN- COMFORT
WENT OR N. E. A. MEMBERS

Salt Lake City, U., June 2G Personal comfort of delegates and
to the National Educational association convention in this city July
5 to 11 is an Important consideration
with the committees on arrangements
and they are receiving the
of the women's clubs.
The Ladles' Literary club of Salt
Lake City, the oldest organization
of the kind in the west, will keep
"open house" for the scnool teachers.
This club recently opened a handsome new home In the fashionable
residence district of the city. The
club and its appointment will be
placed at the disposal of N. E. A. vis
itors.
The "hospitality committee" of the
'local N. E. A. is looking to the establishment of "rest rooms" at different
points In the city. Maids will be in
attendance to minister to the wants
of fair convention visitors.
There will be rest rooms at the
Hotel Utah the official convention
headquarters at the registration office and school work exhibit, which
will be in a downtown mercantile
building, In the bulrdlngs of the Latter-day
Saints university, adjoining
Temple square, at the railway stations and other places.
committee is
The "hospitality"
headed by Miss Etta Powers, a prominent Salt Lake City teacher, and Its
membership consists of women Interested either directly or indirectly
In school work.
Another committee of. local teachers has secured a list of private
homes and boarding houses where N.
E. A. delegates may secure accommodations at reasonable ost.
A corps of 60 to 75 guides, under
the direction 'of W. J. McCoy, chairman of the general reception committee, will be on duty throughout
convention week, meeting all trains
and supplying information and attention to strangers within the city's
gates. Supplementing the work of
the guides will be the Information
bureau at the railway stations, Hotel
Utah and the registration office.

Women of Experience Advie the U
of Mother's Friend.
ThPrn Is a certain degree of trepidation III
th( minds of most women In regard to the
The longing to
subject of motherhood.
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OFFICER RETIRES
Washington, June 23. With a record of 40 years of honorable and efficient service, Colonel Calvin D.
VETERAN

Cowles, until recently in command
of the Fifth infantry at Pittsburgh
barracks, was placed on the retired
list of the army today on account of
age. Colonel Cowles Is Jrom Nrth

It is estimated that the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen will save
more than $.100,000 a year through its
decision to hold triennial instead of
biennial conventions in future.
and
Janitors of public buildings
caretakers of public playgrounds in
Philadelphia have organized a union
with the hope of securing an eight-hou- r
day and an increase In their sal'
aries.
The United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joinery of America reports
gratifying progress in the campaign
to organize the workmen in the
Industry in Iowa, Illinois, Wis
consin and Minnesota.
Labor organizations in the Pacific
northwest are discussing plans to prevent transportation companies or other Interests from bringing an undesirable class of European immigrants
to their section upon the completion
of the Panama canal.
E. A. Perkins, who has been made
chief of the bureau of inspection of
the state of Indiana, has resigned as
president of the State Federation of
Labor of that state, a position which
he has held for several years. He also resigned as president of the Indianapolis Typographical union.
This is the greatest building season
in 15 or 20 years, according to Frank
Duffy, secretary of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America.
Mr. Duffy says there ' is
more carpenter work in the country
than there has been for years and
less trouble between employers aid
g

Carolina and was graduated from the
United States Military academy in
1873. During the Spanish war he was
colonel of the First North
lieutenant
poBsens Is often com rndieted by the Inherent fear of a period of distress.
Carolina Volunteer infantry. Other- employes.
But there need be no Bueh dread In view
A monument was unveiled recently
ct the fact that we have a most noble wise his entire service has been with
remedy in what lu known as Mother's
of the regular
In St. Mary's cemetery, Beaverdale
This is an externa
Friend.
application the infantry
that, lias a wonderful intiui'iue and control
Pa., to honor the memory of Daniel F.
over the muscular tissues of the abdomen.
By its daily use the muscles, cords, tendons
father of the 'miners' cerGallagher,
and liniments all gently expand without
When the habv Is suffering the dou tificate law, who is burled there. The
the slightest strain ; there l no pain, no
nausea, no nervousness; what: was dreaded ble affliction of hot weather and bow
monument was erected by the United
as a severe physical ordeal becomes a calm, el
disorders, the remedy needed is
serene, joyful anticipation that has lis ImMine Workers of America, who have
ELIXIR.
reduces
our
foremost
It
BABY
of
as
teachers
McGEE'S
press such
arc striving to drill into the iho ffiverlsh condition, corrects the been greatly benefited in the past by
RiiRoutcs
Ion.
minds of the present, general
In almost every community there are stomach and checks looseness of the that law.
women who have used Mother's Friend, and bowels.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle
thev are the ones that recovered quickly,
Co.
conserved their health and strength to thug Sold by Central Drug

rule,
preside over families destined by ofevery
successof physiology and (he history
ful men and' women to repeat the Story of
greater achievement. Is
Mother's Friend
prepared after the
doctor by the
formula of a noted family
Kogulator Co., 1 38 Lamar BUJg.,
Atlanla, ").
Write them for their Instructive hook tc
find Mother's
fxpwtanton mothers. Von willstores
at 11.00
sale by all drug
Friend
a bottle.

Stings or bites of insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or Itchins
should be treated promptly, as thej
SNOW
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
LINIMENT" counteracts the poison. It
is bolh antiseptic and healing. Price
Sold
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle
by Central Drug Co.

Lighthouse at Staten Island
Built High on Rocks Two

Richmond
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New York. Remarkable no less for
its distinguished services than for Its
extreme unconventionality, is that
newest safeguard for ocean travelers
in and out of New York harbor, the
"Staten Island Rear Range Light"
Instead of perching on the rocks in
the surf, this odd tower makes ita
home two miles inland on a green and
peaceful hill overlooking the sleepy
little town of Richmond. The Bite
seems more appropriate for a home
for superannuated lighthouses than
for a young and vigorous beacon appointed to guard one of the most im- portant ocean canals of the world.
The Richmond light Is guardian of
Ambrose cnannei, ana there are few
more highly responsible jobs. At a
cost of five million dollars and eight
years of hard work, this channel was
scooped out' to a depth of forty feet
and a width of two thousand, from the
lower bay into the ocean about sev- -
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As we have said before,
the purpose of THE OPTIC is
first of all to serve its readers.
To do this is not only the
right
moral attitude toward our
constituency but it is good
business, speaking from purely a business standpoint.

This New Lighthouse, Two Miles Inland, Makes the Entrance to New
York Harbor a Great White Way.
(Richmond, Staten Island.)

en and a half miles. The Richmond
to make this
light
salt water thoroughfare a sort oi
Great White Way. From almost too
far away from the ocean to know what
salt alr'ls like, the beacon spreads over
Ambrose channel a shaft of light
miles long and with a maxtwenty-fiimum widt?i of nearly three thousand
v

feet

The gas mantle that creates this
brilliance Is about the size of a pear
of
and glowR with
light from kerosene vapor. This radiance is increased two hundred time3
(to
by a reflector made of Jena glass prisms. The
tower is ninety feet high and stands
230 feet above the sea. The cost of
the plant, including the light keeper's
house, was $100,000.
BALL

PLAYER

WINS

And so is it that we point
out from day to day the
features of this paper
and the advantages to be
gained from keeping posted
in all of the news thus
ad-vertisi- ng

BRIDE

Enthusiastic

Girl Fan Exclaims, "I
Could Marry a Man Like
That!" and She Does.

Montrose, Colo. E. L. Ford, a young
farmer of Cedaredge, the other day
pitched himself into the heart of Miss
Elizabeth Gunther, daughter of a rich
grocer at Hotchkiss, when he defeat
ed the Paonia team at Paonla. The
game was followed by an elopement
to Montrose, where the marriage cere-onwas performed.
Clyde McMillan and Miss Josephine
Blackfell of Hotchkiss aided the
elopement, and they are being sought
by the bride's father for an expla.
nation.
McMillan,
acompanled by Miss
Blackwell and Miss Gunther, motored
from Hotchkiss to Paonla to witness
the game between the team of that
town and Cedaredgew
Ford pitched
for Cedaredge. Miss Gunther that was
is a real fan and she rooted heartily
for Ford. When Ford etruck out
three men in a row Miss Gunther exclaimed joyously:
"Why, I could marry a man like

The spirit of advertising
is different
from that of
a few years ago. The idea no
to-da- y

longer is to fool and to misrepresent, but to inform and to
invite. And it is the constant
aim of the good merchant to
stick resolutely to facts.

that!"

The game over, McMillan called
Ford to come to the machine, where
he was congratulated on his victory.
"By the way, Mr. Ford, Miss Gunther
says she would marry a man who can
pitch like you," said McMillan.
Ford was Induced by McMillan to
enter the machine for a short ride and
he and Miss Gunther sat in the
ton-nea-

At the end of thirty minutes Ford
tapped McMillan on the shoulder and
announced tha he and Miss Gunther
were engaged and that if they could
be driven to Montrose the knot would
be tied.

It is this spirit that makes

for confidence and enables us

to draw attention of our read
ers to the profitable practic e
of "ad" reading.

Was Tired of Life.
,
Braddock, Pa. Donning her best
black silk dress and some old family
jewelry, Mrs. Marie Kusars waited
until her two sons had gono to bed
and then committed suicide by hanging herself with a rope stretched from
door to door in the dining room of
'
her home.
Bad Names Same as Swesr Words.
o
Chicago. Bad names over the
are counted the same as protele-phon-

by the ruling of
.
fined Mrs. IV-- "
She had used impior. .-

fane ones,
Sabath. He
11.

through Jealousy of a neighbor;

Judge
John-so-

words
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of a piiislo pair of rftea, assuming that
they all lived, were pressed together
ESTABLISHED 1379
at the end of a summer they would occupy the space of about a quarter of
a million cubic feet." Without prePublished By
to follow or venturing to distending
CO.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING,
pute the, calculation, what is evident
(Incorporated.)
Is Hint, taking 600 eggs as a reasons'; umber (as it seems to be) for
EDITOR it
Kle fly to lay, the progeny of a
M. M. PADGETT
paij. If all BUiVlVed, Would 8lt Hie eliu
FATHER
of three months amount to some
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UP BILLION
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DEBT
.

KNICKERBOCKER
NOW
OWES AS MUCH AS DOES
UNCLE SAM.

Entered at the postofflce at East
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for trans
mission throusrb. the United States
malis as second class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier
Par Copy

New York, June
26. With
the
(statement of the comptroller that New
York owes upward of $1,300,000,000,
FIRST.
Father Knickerbocker, easily becomes
the greatest municipal debtor in the
4
Another kind of a trip Is the one world. Indeed his indebtedness is as
in mind for today. Leaving Y. M. C. great as the national debt. Against
....
SEE OUR OWN SCENERY

THURSDAY, JUNE 26, 1913.

COMMENCEMENT
AT MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor, Mich., June
annual commencement
of the University of Michigan took
place today. The graduation 'ixerc's-e- s
were held in the new Hill audito25.-T-

sixty-sevent- h

rium at 10 o'clock. President
E. Vincent, of the University of Minnesota, being the orator of the day.
The great hall was crowded, and with
the decorations of flags and flowers,
and the brilliant toilettes of the female portion of the audience,
presented an inspiring spectacle. Following the exercises in the auditorium
the graduates and invited guests adjourned to the gymnasium for the
commencement dinner. The afternoon
was occupied with group receptions
and Informal reunions.

indebtedness Father
A. camp go down the canyon and past this enormous
FINAL REVISION OF
Knickerbocker
has
in his coffers
Porvenir
of
the
hotel,
past
junction
One Week
about
which
could
$302,000,000
be
- Co the two creeks and past the little
One Month
HILL
?.5C
placita of Jacales. Then when you used toward paying off the debt, and
One Year
come to- - the we'll traveled road that much Interest has been taken of late
Mall
Daily, by
of possible plans by which if such
6.O0 turns up over the hill on the left
One Year
a step became necessary the remain- THE RETIREMENT OK NATIONAL
follow
will
that.
lead
It
(north)
you
3.00
Six Months
BANK NOTES PROVISION
through a succession of little culti- ing billion could be taken care of.
IS REINSTATED.
vated vales lying snugly between Among the most Ingenious is that of
tolls.
What
the
bridge
STOCK
has
AND
put
WEEKLY OPTIC
city
heavily timbered ridges composing a
'
Washington, June 26. A final reGROWER
landscape as pretty as one could wish into theispans across the East river
$2.00 to see. You wl'il not fail to notice equals the price paid by the United vision of the administration currency
One Year .,
Jl-0the amazingly closely set groves of States for all the land it has acquired bill was made today by Kepresenta-tiv- e
ix Months
Glass.
The original provision
young pines that crowd upon every by purchase west of the Mississippi
In
case
river.
of
for
the
retirement
or
hard
times
of the present naany
level
and elope the borders of
sandy
Casa m Advance for Mail Subscrip- the road. This
demand
notes
tional
for
bank
funds
the
and their replaceunexpected
of
footcity
the
reseedlng
tions.)
hill country by the hand of nature could exact a toll from the million ment by the new federal reserve
Remit by draft, check or money or. surpasses
anything that man can do people who use these bridges every notes, in addition to the $500,000,000
tor. If sent otherwise we will not In the same direction.
day. The revenue from this source of reserve notes authorized by the
&a responsible for los3.
Follow the most traveled of the alone should be sufficient to pay off bill, was replaced. The provision alSpecimen copies free on
numerous road3 that thread their the city's Indebtedness. Another lowing country banks to deposit a
way through, this picturesque section great asset is the real estate which part of their reserves was revised
and soon you will come to the val- the city owns, its book value at pres- and the federal regional banks were
ent amounting to nearly $500,000,000. given the authority to fix the rate
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT ley of Las Dispensas, where the broad
Much of this of course is in longitud- of discount, subject to the approval of
of
meadows
Don
Teadoro
Pena
TIME
EXPIRATION
OF
spread
.THE
inal
parkways which total 276,000 teet the federal reserve board.
out in as beautiful a scene as one
PAID FOR
National bank notes now outstandcould 'wlsh ' to see, gentry rolling' M length, or about 53 miles. This
fields hemmed by forest and guarded great stretch of parkways flanked by ing would be retired wlhin a maxiAdvertisers
ja guaranteed the on the Vest "by the splendid front of fine roadways and walks, if laid out mum of 20 years. Additional reserve
and
weekly circulation Hermit
daily
largest
along the Hudson, would stretch currency mlgnt be issued above the
peak which towers quite
of any nwspaper la northern New
feet above. The little lakelet of from this city to West Point, with a $500,000,000 limit to fake their place.
Atexioo.
cost of nearly $12,000,000.
So while The reserve provision now would reDispensa3 which ..one sees from the
New
seem quire country banks to keep 5 per
at
York's
first
debt
may
top of Hermit is here at your leet
Knickerbocker
is cent of their reserves in their own
Father
staggering
same
and
is
of
there
the
the
village
TELEPHONES
no means on the verge of bank- vaults, and 5 per cent at the regional
by
name
of
side
at
farther
the
the
pic2
Main
OFFICE
BUSINESS
ruptcy. However, the size of these reserve bank. The other 5 per cent,
'K
Main 9 ture. I
NEWS DEPARTMENT
From here "roads lead to the upper figures is undoubtedly largely respon- at a hank's option, might be deposthe Increasing demand for ited with the approval of the federal
Sapello valley, to Sapello town and sible for
to Las Vegas. But we must get back economy in the operation of the city reserve board.
THURSDAY, JUNE 26, 1913.
to the camp, of course, o will hunt which promises to be an important
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
a return trail through the foothills, factor in the campaign next fall.
THIS CASK AGAINST
Fight to Stop Smoking.
TH FLY
New York, June 26.- - Following an
entering fields by wire gates and
man shall be
not
or
mere
Whether
out.
a
find
to
luck
way
trusting
early advance and a subsequent re
Here we come to another surprise deprived of his precious privilege of cession, stock prices moved irregular
Individual flies have lived in
the old Chene ranch of La Jarita, smoking on the four rear seats of ly, with a downward tendency, during
for 16 weeks. Flies which have
a long, narrow fertile valley between open street cars is the question the morning's trading. By noon sev
Keen caught and marked and then
around which a merry war Is being
favorites were
have been found within 4S ridges reaching away toward the
led by eral of the speculative
The
waged.
The
well
of
Hermit
foot
peak.
very
two points under their earlier
l.cuTs a mile away from the point of
to
one
Dr. Pease, whose antipathy to the
liberation. The distance which flies cultivated., fields, the orchard, garweed is so keen that he is reported to high prices.
buildof
and
den
considerable
group
may travel, therefore, carrying with
Suspicion that the advance of Am
left a banquet because a girl
have
them whatever foulness they may be ings set here In the wflds of forest
stocks in London, which influ
erican
Whitcomb
and hills present a striking contrast recited a poem by James
almost
is
unlimited.
of,
jossessed
of enced the higher opening here, had
one of the Riley in which mention is made
A number of Investigators have This was the home , of
been engineered from this side, made
all
that
wreaths, demand
remem- smoke
shown that the germs with which, as earliest French settlers well
traders ready to attack the list.
railroad,
about
or
any
in
smoking
has been Baid, every fly Is probably bered yet by , many.'
The decision of the interstate comhouse under
or
car
street
line,
ferry
From this point there Is a trail
commission to reopen the east
service
merce
loaded, remain active for a material
of
the
public
leading to Porvenir and a pretty the jurisdiction
law ern freight rate case under restricted
length of time; for a longer period
by
be
commission
prohibited
country It traverses. You will need
when taken Into the insect with its to
At the first hearing held before the conditions, caused some disappoint
keepj your direction well In mind'
iDr. Pease's ment and Induced selling. Sentiment
food and carried within it until
until you jcommlssidner most f
and "Just keep
but the op- veered strongly to the bear side once
than when merely attached to come
were
women,
supporters
of
to
the familiar canyon
again
It externally. A fly which had fed the Gallinas, which wll'i lead you position came entirely from the sex more. The absorptive power of the
cn the bacilli of tuberculosis was home to camp.
which Is permitted to smoke in pub- market seemed, to have lessened, and
to anv considerable
to
found still
contain the bacilli after
lic.
They used no arguments
offering of stocks
14 days. Also the bacilli, having been
back them up in their opposition but caused further recessions. .
taken into the fly and subsequently LONG ARGUMENTS IN
Bonds were heavy.
ridicule, and one of them had the
to try to change the tenor stnnlia nhnwert leas resistance to
hardihood
excreted, remained virulent for 15 days
the proceedings by asking tnat seIing pressure after foreign buyin
after ejection. By merely making a
re
CASE
THE
CHACON
the order be amended so as to
ceased. Steel and Reading were low
casually caught fly walk over a nuto
protrient culture a really astounding numquire the railroad companies
ered a point under yesterday's close
more smoking accommodations
vide
ber of colonies of bacteria may be deand
the Harrimans and other influen
COUNSEL" " PUTS
UP VALIANT than they do. Humor was added to
A single fly caught at a
tial
issues large fractions.
veloped.
FIGHT TO HAVE HIS CLIENT
the situation by one man who waived
refuse can In a suburb of London
Room
traders fed the market with
JUDGED NOT GUILTY
a bunch of coupons, such as are given stock from time to time, but with
gave no fewer than 116 colonies of
away with cigarettes and cigars, and little
bacteria and ten colonies of fungi, the
impression on prices outside of
he was not allowed
Union Pacific, which ruled over two
terras having all been carried on the
Lengthy argument upon the part protested that
home or in his office
Other
bristles of the insect's legs and body of the respondent's attorney, Judge to smoke at
below
its opening.
cars were the only points
the
that
and
open
E.
V.
hear
to a much narrowor on its proboscis, as gathered while
Long, characterized the
shares
sympathized
available plane left since he never
er extent with the Harriman specialing of F. M. Chacon for contempt,
feeding on the refuse in the can.
"I represent the great couwalked.
That files are every day similarly which was held today at the court
ty and evinced more of a disposition
pon collectors of New York,", said
collecting germs and subsequently house before Judge David J. Leahy. he. "My dearest wish is to owu a to go up when selling stopped.
The market closed, heavy. Trading
walking, not on
cultures, Chacon is charged with contempt in
For years I have been savbut on children's bread and butter snd an article written for a recent edition yacht.
full and dragging to the
continued
I
coupons to get one. But if
on the eatables In shops and hitch ens of La Voz del Pueblo, a Spanish pa- ing smoke at home or in the sub- end with no sign of the day to day
can't
and on our tables, Is obvious, Nor per published in this city. Judge way or at the office, and if you now covering. Prices ruled close to the
are household refuse can? the worst Long stated Jn his argument that the prevent me smoking on the street lowest and increased offerings seemplaces .which flies .visit, or hi which preponderance of opinion by courts cars, how can I ever get the yacht 7", ed to folow some slight bidding up of
'
they feed i.nr breed. It in probable all over tb"e land is that newspapers Further hearings will probably ,be several leaders.
indiviifuala"
The last sales were as follows:
that a large proportion of the deaths and
may comment freely held before the matter is ended...
. i .. 64
from typhoid, both in the Sojih Afri- upon the rulings and doings of any
Amalgamated Copper'v; :
'
ca war and in the American vwar with judge after thet court session in piobable motive tor the murder of Sugar, bid .VV. . .Iv. Tvl!'?.
"
which they occurred is ended. He Charles E. Pendell, the wealthy Atchison ...
vV;.: 95
Spain, were due to the instrnnier.t.-il-ft. .157V8
. .
of the flies that swamed alwut the said the judge may have redress by rioney lender found beaten to death Reading '. .
95
camps; and it is equallv is.ely that resorting to an action alleging libel. last night at his office desk. Two Southern Pacific ' ;
145
they hear a share In numerotia lesser Judge Long sought to show that the diamond studs, said to be sufficient Union Pacific
52
outbreaks of typhoid of which the article written by Chacon was pub- in themselves to attract professional United States Steel
cause Is never known. In addition to lished after the adjournment of the thieves, were missing from Pendeii's United States Steel, pfd
103
typhoid, It is also believed that flies recent term of court, and therefore apparel, and a considerable amount
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
are active carriers of tubereulosii. not contemptuous. Indications were of money, it is believed; but the
in which he kept
Chicago, June 2S. Wheat senti
eplhalmla. anthrax, cholera and other this afternoon that the arguments theft also of a book
terible maladies, besides the infantile might not be completed before night. a personal record of his dealings with ment today was much more Wecisive
borrowers complicated tne situation. than usually. The pivot ou which the
diarrhoea or enteritis which causes so
According to Harry Pendell, a son market chiefly turned was the cron
a mortality among the children
was
of the dead man, his father
outlook for South Dakota. Prospects
Sn our cities every summer.
BQNEir LENDER IS
Kansas
"a
threatened
by
recently
there depended on rain, which was
The house fly breeds with an almost
rancher," who claimed he had been threatened but which also might con
appalling rapidity, the entire
EATEN TO DEATH rhpnted
lender. A
hv the money
ri'rom the laying of the eggs to the ma-iit- i
tinue local to small areas. The marwas instituted
man.
for
this
search
r
ket opened
advance.
ity of the perfect insect, taking
lower to
to 91 un
favorable conditions no more than CHARLES E. PENDELL'S MURDER today by the police.
September started at
and a
.cm three weeks to
CAUSES
MYSTIFICATION
off but. rallied to 90
changed to
' i; OF THE OFFICERS.
Ifif days after the perfect Insect
91. The close was steady with Sep
from the pupa it Is ready to
There are more than 325,000 women tember
net lower at 80
"It has been calculated,'-?
l.iv
Las Angeles, June 2C. Detectives teachers and professors In the United
September corn, which opened a
Mr. Hewitt, "that if the progeny are Bt.ill ,t?v doiibt today as to the States.
nff tn
htirhfr at OVA tr,
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Driving; suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving- - a washing .machine it will do a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and "take it easy. " It can be made to knead
the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing- servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of

--

.

;

d

-

its surroundings, and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out.'' Our power
is "on" every minute of the year the Electric Servant is readyfor work at anytime.

The Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
steadied at the last named level.
The close was nervous with September at 61
.
, a net gain of

01,

to
September oats started
to 42, touched 41
higher at 41
?f
and rose to 42.
for hogs gave
Higher
prices
strength to provisions. First sales
were unchanged to 10 cents up, into
at $20.67
cluding September
$20.70 for pork; $11.30 for lard and
to $11.75
$11.75
for ribs. The
closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, July 90; September
December 93.
Corn, July 60; September 61;
December 58.
Oats, July 40; September 41;
December 42.
Pork, July $20.77
Sept. $20.60.
Lard, July $11.10; Sept $11.27;
October $11.35.
Ribs, July $11.67; Sept. $11.75;
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Kansas City, June 26. Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
higher. Bulk $8.708.80; heavy $8.65
steeis $6. 508. 40; 'southern steers dy. Lambs $78; yearlings $4.25
8.80; packers and butchers $8.70
8.25; lights $8.758.85; pigs $7.50 $5.758; cowa $4. 257. 25; heifers 6.25; wethers $4.505.25; ewes H
8.25.
$68.55; stackers and feeders $6.75 5; stocker3 and feeders $v4.50.
Cattle, reecipts 2,000. Market strong &8; bulls $5.757.25; calves $6.50
Prime fed steers $8.408.75; dressed 09.50.
The textile factories of Prussia and
beef steers $7.258.35; western
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market stea Saxony employ over 400,000 women.
'
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PERSONALS

UNITES HAPPY

people were given a rousing send-of- f
by their friends.
Mrs. Peterson is the daughter of
Mrs. J. H. Ward. She is a Las Ve
gas girl, having been born and reared
here. She Is a graduate of the Las
Vegas high schAl and of the New
Mexico Normal University, and has
been a successful teacher in the public schools. Mrs. Peterson 's a pretty
and popular young woman.
The bride's going away cost.uu.e was
a blue tailored suit, with shoes to
match. She wore a hat of new copper
shade.
Mr. Peterson, as was stated before,
is located in Denver. He is a youns
man of ability, holding a position of,
trust and responsibility. He resided"!

THURSDAY",

appointed general agent at San
cisco,

,.

JUNE

riv

26, T9IJ.

Fran-

Calif.

WHEN ON YOUR VACATION

Sanford Horton, otherwise known
as Ichabod Crane, has taken a two
weeks' leave of absence, and left this
week for Chicago where he will visit
relatives and have a good time generally.

this afteryou want to carry your funds in such a manner as to give you SAFETY from i l
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again If only you give her time to for- - J TWO STRONG POINTS OF VIEW
She is very fond of you really.
"She wanted to see how far she Society Divided Into Camp on Quescould go," said George Strang gloomtion That Has Always Been Conily. "It was a test She couldn't realsidered Important
vaBe.
Well, let her
ly have liked that
do her worst."
No work under heaven is more imAnd Aunt Mary did her worst speedthan the rescue of young and
perative
she
into
took
it
her
for
crabbed
ily,
no crime is more dasold mind to have a sudden seizure a Innocent girls;
sale
of their youth and
the
than
tardly
week later and die. But she had had
innocence; no charity Is greater than
time to carry her threat into effect.
"To my nephew George,", the will that which lifts the sinner from her
B"t. the fact that We habitually
read, "I had Intended to leave the bulk sin.
the term "white slave" to the
apply
of my property. But inasmuch as his
love for me could not survive a little willful prostitute as well as to the
trial that I made of It, I bequeath to entrapped child, shows that a powerhim instead the china vase which is ful and popular sentiment is absolved
from the shackles of accuracy. Also
now in bis wife's possession,"
the
Yet, after all, it seemed that Aunt that this absolution confuses
men. The sentimentalist
Mary had had singularly little to leave. minds of
For what she did leave to her dozen pities the prostitute as a victim, the
as a menace.
nephews and nieces amounted to ex-- sociologist abhors her
dollars and eighteen The sentimentalist conceives that men
actly ninety-seveprey, and women are preyed upon;
cents apiece.
the sociologist, aware that evil men
in
said
when
tears,
Lucy
"George,"
one another
they got home from the funeral, "if and women prey upon
Aunt Mary has any knowledge of what ceaselessly and ravenously, has no
is happening now, don't you think it measure of tenderness for either. The
would plefise her if we kept the vase sentimentalist clings tenaciously to
the association of youth with inno
on our mantel after all?"
"I tell you what we'll do," said cence. The sociologist jtnows mac
which the law fixes
"We'll put it on the mantel even the
George.
each anniversary of her death as a as a boundary line of innocence has
fact.
peace offering. The rest of the year no corresponding restriction in books
It is inconceivable that so many
please keep it out of my sight."
sub"Yes, dear," said Lucy.
"Suppose and pamphlets dealing with this
we keep it there just for today, to ject books and pamphlets now to be
found on every library shelf, and in
show we have no hard feeling."
She brought it out of its place of the hands of young and old should
concealment and deposited it beside dare to ignore the balance of deprav
the Pompeiian jars. George looked at ity, the swaying of the pendulum of
it then suddenly, overcome by pas- vice. Atlantic Monthly.
sion, he dashed it to the floor. The
vase broke Into a thousand pieces.
SEX
HARSH COMMENT ON
his wife
"George!" .exclaimed
wretchedly. "How could you have the
Conduct Drew
heart to do that? Dear Aunt Mary! Rooster's Unseemly
His Young
From
Remark
Bitter
Why there's paper inside!"
Mistress,
There was indeed, for the vase was
hollow, and on the floor lay a long,
Dollv was not quite six when her
thin, folded package.
"Bills!" shouted George Strang, as mother bought a flock of nine Plyhe unfolded it. And he shook out, one mouth Rock hens and a rooster, and
after another, nine bills of the value diligently explained to Dolly that the
rooster was the "papa hen ana me
of a thousand dollars apiece.
"Look! There's a letter!" said Lucy rest were all "mamma hens." After
to
Strang, picking up a piece of paper two or three days of confinement,
to
their
coop,
them
they
crabaccustom
Aunt
with
covered
Mary's queer,
were let out to wander about ine
bed hieroglyphics.
nephew," yard, and Dolly was set to watch
"My dear,
niceGeorge read aloud. "Forgive a cranky them. The hens stayed together
old woman who loves you with all her ly, but the rooster showed a tendency
neign- heart. I know how you will hate this to wander into the next-doo- r
vase, if you are nypocrite enougn io bor's chicken yard. Dolly chased him
keep it, or unkind enough to give it back time and again, until fine was
away, you will never read this note. tired and out of patience. She turned
But if you are honest enough to fol- her back for a minute, and when she
low your impulse and shatter it you looked round there were the hens up
will be glad and forgive your loving by the coop, while the rooster was setoold aunt."
dately pacing across the garden
"Dear old Aunt Mary!" said George wards the next yard.
Strang. "Lucy, dear, I'm going to have
Dolly stamped her foot on the side"Come back
the old thing glued together and keep walk and screamed:
it in memory of her."
here! Come back to your own fam"Not not " began Lucy.
ily." The rooster proceeded with per"Yes, dear, upon the living room fect equanimity.
Dolly watched him
mantel."
for a moment with a look of utter dis(Copyright, 1913, by W. a. Chapman.)
gust. Then her mother heard her say,
very emphatically:
FOR THOSE IN HIGH PLACES
"That's just like you men, any-

j get.

Aid

tranga Way in Which Shs
ed Her Favorite,
Nephew

Hot-Head-

FILSON.

By FRANK

"A present from Aunt Mary!" said
jyoung Mrs. Strang as the
parcel was handed to her by the
Wtman. "I just know that it's
oddly-wrap-pu- d

some-tthin-

odd, George."
It must be odd, because Aunt Mary
rwus odd. She was a queer little old
wilh the kindest heart and

piaster,
the crankiest manners that ever went

But though she
Into a combination.
had quarreled with almost all her
relatives and then made up with
out of
(them, and alternately cut them
names
their
then
and
will
put
jjier
tacit info multitudinous codicils, she
Jiad always kept the warmest spot in
lier heart for George Strang, her hand-comartist nephew.
Slia had, indeed, supported him during that period which comes to every
artist, when he was struggling for
fame and existence in a large city
disagainst the wishes and despite the
And now
gust of his own family.
that he had married pretty Lucy Bent-wicand was in comfortable, if not affluent clicunistances, she had Bent
him a weddfng gift..
"A china vase!" exclaimed George
Strang in disgust as ha eyed the
queer-lookinobject In his hand.
It was. indeed, the most repulsive
looking vase that he had ever Been.
Jt was rotund and highly decorated
.with painted pink roses, and upon it
was printed in small, black letters:
"You may break, you may shatter
the vse if you will,
''But the scent of the roses will cling
to Jt still."
"Blank!" Bald George. It was not
"blank," that he said, but it sounded
like that, because Lucy promptly
closed his mouth with her hand.
"She might have Bent me something that we could keep on our mantel," said George Strang ruefully, looking upon the object with a shudder."Fancy a thing like that in our live
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"A China Vase."

i

Sng room, Lucy!

Why,

it will

spoil
And I

the entire aspect of the place.
bet," he added, "that she sent tha
thing on purpose to get up a quarrel

with me and then accuse me of quarreling with her. She'll drop in on us
unexpectedly and see that the thing

isn't

'

on view."

"But it must be on view, George,
dear," said Mary. "You know how
If she
quarrelsome the old dear is.
does drop in and doesn't see it she'll
cut you out of her will and then O,
George, be a little prudent!"
to
But George refused point-blanhave the thing in their living room.
"She knows it's horrible, Lucy," he
Bf.id, "and if she wants to quarrel with
me let ber have her way."
Which was precisely what she did
have. For a few days later Aunt
Mary did come up to town from Bayard's Bridge and did drop in unexpectedly, and the mantel was bare save
for two antique Pompeiian vases.
"Well, my dear," said the old lady,
taking in the situation instantly, "1
must Bay that I admire those ornaments upon your mantel greatly. I
fear my own poor efforts to please you
and George must have been singularly
unsuccessful " And then she stopped.
For Lucy had run into her bedroom
;when the old lady was announced rc
get the china vase; but she had rr;
had time to place it upon the mant
and stood guiltily hiding itbem:itli
k

her

apron.
"You may tell George,"

she continued, "that since he has seen !:;
quarrel with me, who always supc;
that he cared for me since my '
Vdaarors .to make his home happy ere?
beautiful are so unappreciated, 1 eh: li
Mraste no further time on him. Am!.
Incidentally, I shall bestow my
ou;
it will be likely to
greater service."
And with these words she staTicl
tout of the apartment, leavins Lucy in
pi-c-

stf'fira.

.Hie told George of the happening
v.i ii lie returned from his Etudio.
:ivft me that infernal vase," lie
"I'm going to break It to
!u.uuti.
ieci-'and
her the fragments by
iijifot! post Old tvrant! Does she
rif k rho is going to Coora us to a Uf

;

;

--

li

r

:

- ?"

tli rase from him.
.
'
lV,i fciton-- O iir " fro said, "Aunt
u;.. '; WA
uyqi

il'ut Lucy

age-lim- it

Immense Cost of Imperial Porphyry
Put It Beyond Reach of All But
the Very Rich.

L

1

n

All students of the sculpture and
architecture of the Imperial Roman
age are familiar with the magnificent
purple stone known as imperial porphyry, but it is probable that but
few of the students know of the immense difficulties that were encountered in the procuring of the stone so
much esteemed in that age of luxury.
Welgall, who personally visited the
region whence this stone emanated,
reached the conclusion that the great
distances between the quarries and
the places where the stone was used
must have given ihe price a "boost,"
so that the porphyry was beyond all
except the rulers of the earth.
It appears that the quarries from
which this porphyry was obtained are
situated in the eastern Egyptian desert, that region known as Gebel Duk-han-,
"The Hills of Smoke." The desert
is about 27 miles from the Red seo,
opposite the southern end of the peninsula of Sinai.
The quarries extended here and
there into the hillside without any resemblance of regularity. The blocks
of porphyry were pried from out of
the rock wherever the work could be
most easily done. Tbey were transported down the Nile, and, in fact
to Rome, in the rough. This purple
porphyry was not known to the ancient Egyptians. Some Roman prospectors must have scoured the desert
to find it. The barren coast of that region was harborless. Each block of
porphyry must, therefore, have been
carried across the desert to Kench, on
the Nile, and thence shipped by river
barge to the sea. Then it became
necessary to transship It to the great
Mediterranean galleys, and thus conveyed across the treacherous waters
to the port of Rome.
There Is no other place In the world
where this porphyry Is to be found,
and when the quarries ceased to be
worked, some time previous to the
seventh century, the use of that stone
had to cease also, nor has it since
been procurable.

Perils of the Bystander.
Novel legal decisions? Oh, yes,
they're still being made no end to
'em, in fact. Why, Just the other day
two women appeared before a Chicago
judge laying claim to a bulldog. The
He didn't
Judge was kindhearted.
want to give each woman half of the
dog, having some consideration, you
eee, for the feelings of tho dog. So
he gave the entire animal to a third
woman, who was merely an innocent
bystander. This Instance serves to
emphasize the extreme peril in which
the innocent bystander always stands.
Yet otHers will persist in playing the
I, B. role.

London

way."

worked up.
Bridge to Have Elevators.
A novel scheme was recently exhibited at Cologne, in a competition
of plans for a new bridge.
It was felt desirable to construct a
high-levbridge that would allow uninterrupted traffic both on land and
river. One of the plans entered was

l
bridge having slopes
for a
as steep as 1 in 12, which would be
Impossible for traffic under ordinary
conditions.
The designer of this bridge, however, plans to equip the approaches
with electrically driven chains, to
which motor cars and horse-draw- n
vehicles may be attached for haulage
up the approaches, and "easage" down
the approaches. Little cars drawn by
these trains are also provided for
pedestrians.
high-leve-

It is

my

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-nesand that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine

Patriot's Wish.
heart's first and favorite

wish to be employed in active and
enterprising services where there is
a prospect of rendering such services
useful and acceptable to America.
The singular honor which congress hath done me by their general approbation of my past conduct
hath Inspired me with sentiments of
me
gratitude which I shall carry with
to my grave; and if a life of service
devoted to America can be made instrumental in securing its indepeud-ence- ,
I shall regard the continuance
of such approbation e.a an honor far
superior to the empty pageantry which
idngs ever did or can bestow. John
Paul Jones.

me
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taxes yet unpaid for

COLUMN

remain unpaid at the date

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTP

AOVE1.

1

thr

Aii

1913.

EUGENIO

ROMERO,

Treasurer and

Collector, San
N. M.

Miguel County,

-'

Ma-non- lc

NOTICE.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

I.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER
MASONS

LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening
their hall on Sixth street. All vlsl)
lng brethren cordially invited to at
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. ElwooO
Secretary; Karl Wertz," Treasurer.
C. V. Redscock, cemetery true"
1.

NO. 3, ROYRegtlar oon--

rocatlon first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:3d p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Bet

for such sale, and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinquent, will be sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,

M.

jS,

become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further, notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1912

REGULAR DINNERS

D

LODGE NO.
A.

advertit rr.ntt charged
will be booked at (pace actua'ly
,
any without regard io number of word
will Cash In advance preferred.

A. D. 1912,

SHORT ORDERS AN

2, A. F. A
o. O. MOOSE Meets second
fourth
Regular com-- f
Thursday eveninc
cnuuication first and
month at W O W Hall. Viito
third Thursday In
brothers cordially invited. Howard
V
.i
Sp aach month. Visiting T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
brothers cordially lnSecretary.
yy vited.
Wm. P. Mills,
Jr
W. M., H. S .an Petteu, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestrj
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-4
o'olock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
4 Tuea- ,ar conuluve
Isaac
Appoi
cordially Invited
Jay in each month at
President: Charlet Greenclay. Se
Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
Klakel, J5. C; Chas. Tarn me,
retary.

II

llne.

TAX PAYMENTS
is hereby given that

AND CAFF

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Five cent par :!ne eacrt insertion.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Eatlfnato tlx ordinary word to
line.
No ad to occupy less space
two

Notice

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by RATES
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meet flint and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
I.
NUMBER,
at 7:30 p. m. in Maaoslo Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the Worla
Mra. J. O. Eutleds. Wortty Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Agnea Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each, month, at 8 p. m.
C. II Stewart, Consul; G. Laemm'e.
Telephone Halo, 829.
WANTED Reliable girl of good moClerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Vii
NO.
rals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
nty.
Visiting members are espeio
and cordially
1054
Meya
at
Seventh street.
every Monday night
cially welcome
apply.
'
O. R. C. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
f o'clock.
WANTED Competent
Visiting members are
stenographer
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcoma
and office clerk Answer in own
ATTORNEYS
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
WANTED
At this office, nice
H. Hunker Chester A.
George
B
ELKS
p. 0.
Meet second and
large cotton rags. Must be clean.
Attorneys- fourth Tuesday evening of each
5 cents per pound.
New atexsLas
Vegas.
month Elks homo on Ninth stre?;
OPTIC'S

MAIN

Wanted

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg'8 lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
fish upon this property except members of tho club, and all persons goand Douglas avenue. Visiting brotl.-ersaring there must be prepared to show
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
a membership card in this organizaJ. Mills, Hxalted Ruler; D, W. Contion.
Otherwise they will be arrest- PIANO FOR SALE On account of
don. Secrete-- ?
ed for, trespassing.
traveling will sell beautiful $400
THE LA JARA HUNTING
iano chea for cash, used three KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
AND FISHING CLUB.
CIL NO. 804. Meeta second and
months. Call and see it. 508 Main
'ourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Ptoner building.
Visiting mem-berare cordially lniited'. Richard
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Devlne, Q. K.; Frank AngeL T. S.
AND
ROOMS
RENT No health
FOR
SIGN PAINTING
seekers need apply. Call White EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO. I
s
Kitchen.
KNIGHTS OF PY
N. O.
.

Hae
-

For Sate

DENTISTS
HAMMOND, DENTIN
Crockett Building.
Mala u
Office Telephone
Mali 1
House Telephone
DR.

g

For Rent

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

FOR

RENT

Modern

furnished flat,

TIME CASD

LOCAL

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No

4.
8.

..

No.

l.
3

No.
No.

7
9

m

:15 n

11:05
p. m
2:10
2:05 a. m
I 45
p, m
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
1:45
6:15
6:10 a. m
4:30
4:20 p. m
7:00
6:35 p. m

11:05

.

.

10

No.

F.Jisccliancous

Repan
9:10 p

2

.

PRIVATE

p.
a.

710 Grand

Ave.

1

p.

a.
o

p.

p

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
J -- if you use

J 'HT

"Jf'!''!..?"

something
you d do try
ing

way when you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

WISCONSIN

BEAUTIFUL

:

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

raHCHESTER 'SPILLS

EMPRESS

S

ENDEAVORERS

Wausau, Wis., June 26. Delegates
to the annual convention of the
Christian Endeavor societies of Wis
consin arrived here in large numbers
today. Tho convention opens with a
welcome
tonight. The
business sessions and religious serv.
ices will carry the program1 over Sunday. A number of speakers of promt-nence will be heard.

FRENCH.

ALL GROCER--

Lincoln Av

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbeT Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

,.

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per 100 lbs.
100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
....40c per 100 lbs.

...25c per

,

...50c per

100

Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors ot Natural Ice, tbVPurity
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegaa Tamoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Habit forming drugs. Try them. O
Pchaefer and Red Cors Drug Store

PLATE

tained in this city from

1200

--

O.

SILVER

j--

i

N

ob- "

mom

'

No nerson need hesitate to take
Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what Is in them. Foley

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

can be

B. HUXMANN

Dentlat
Dental work of any description
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Male
East Las Vegas, Ni M.

--

FLOUR rtdk k g & Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
Made by GER
for kidney and bladder ailments and
MAN PROCESS
Irregularities. They do not contain

I

F.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air1, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

deceased, and all persons having
claims against the estate of said Josephine Rawlins, deceased, will present
the same within the time prescribed
by law.
PEARL MARY RHODES,
Administrator.

It 's giving you
a present for do-

DR.

i

NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Pearl Mary Rhodes
the undersigned was appointed on the
24th day of June, A. D. 1913, executor
of the estate of Josephine Rawlins,

EMPRESS
FLOUR

L.

TH I AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
!ng in Castle Hal1

NOTICE.

The Deep Lake Hunting and Fishing club has leased the lake known
as the Deep lake, which is located1
south of the La Jara lake of this
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
property except members of the club,
and all persons going there must be
prepared to show a membership card
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing,
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
FISHING CLUB.

For YOU!
y

board.

r

E.

Professional Health Culture for Ladlet
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
"r3,
I
Visiting
Knigiti General Massage, Hair and Scan
cire cordially lnvit-fed- . Treatment, Facial Massage Manicure
Chas Llebaco
Plaza Hotel.
Chancelloi Offlee hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.
aer,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic
Seal.
I

oil Ninth street.

Tit-Bit-

For Convalescent Child.
The nurse who has a good library
at her command can devise almost
endless means of interesting a convalescent child. She might take the
child on a trip around the world to
the children of all nations. One day
they could go to France. She could
describe "sunny France" to him and
talk about the vineyards and the
pretty flower gardens and the black
bread the bakers sell to the children
to feed the sparrows and the odd little smocks the children wear to
school and half a dozen other things
which she could gather in a half
hour's reading. For the visit to the
little German children she could get
much from Grimm's fairy tales.
Holland's children would form another day's subject their wooden
shoes, their full skirts, their winter
life on the frozen canals and their
love for the little Princess Juliana
could all be told about Japan and
Italy, Spain, India and the North
American Indians all have given records of their children, which could be
quickly referred to and entertainingly

6, 1913.
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Market Fi

s

Classified add. search out the people to wbom among all
tbose who MIGHT 'BUY ths particular thing !t worth most
That property rou want to sell Is WORTH MOST 1.0 acmvoau
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would aever
hear
your itroperty unless It were advertised here.

'

;

Others, who read and answer ads. In this news?arr want tas?
are anxious io pay eftnh for) hooks, automobiles, need machinery
and furniture, articloa of usefulness of any sort, and mutea! i
strumeuta.
As the classified ads. are read by ail possible buyets, ot all
aibis sorts of tblmga, they save come to be finders of tt best
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owe
When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its
prosperity.
This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinity. If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, arid they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to

maintain local government and to make local improvements.

You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can heir) yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.

pend Your Money
here You Hake It.
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Get in Your Order Early

JUNE

26, 1913.
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PUTTING UP FRUIT 1

CANYON Of

at 8:01

MY

Try a drain or oia Taylor
at ithe Opera Bar. Adv.

First Car Due Now

THURSDAY,

DIG PICNIC IN THE

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

DA'LV OPTIC,

B

We show (he largest stock
of Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses 1
Sealing Wax, Parafine Wax

4

Sunshine State orchestra, Rosenthal
NORMAL SUMMER SCHOOL
AND
hall, Thursday night. Plenty of rag
CHURCHES
WILL
HAVE
numbers, Adv.
CHARGE OF THE EVENT

auu oar nucoers.
WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

MASON JARS
the West Side Altar
The Ladle?
A. committee from the Methodist,
society wM give a" 0CiJ at the Arm- Baptist, Christian and Presbyterian
Pints, per dozen
$ .75
A". cfcurvi.68 and a number of representaory Friday night.
Quarts, per dozen
90
Half gallons, per dozen, .. 1.20- New Mei'lco Normal
front
tives
The Knights of Columbus will hold
ECONOMY JARS
summer fiCi??l met last
their regular meeting tonight.
All University
members are requested, to be present Jiight at the Methodist church, folPints, per dozen
$1.05
lowing the union prayer meeting, and
at 8 o'clock,
1.25
Quarts, per dozen
made arrangements for a big picnic
Half
1.65
..
dozen
per
gallons,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged to be held on July 4. This affair will
Extra tops, for above, dozen 20c
In wood. Direct from the disti'ilery be for the general public that is all
Extra
clamps, for above, doz. 10c
those who can secure the small
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
JELLY GLASSES
Adv. amount that will be charged for
transportation.
pints, per dozen ..35c
The present plans are to charter a
The E. Romero Hose and lire com
One-hal- f
pints,
per dozen ..40c
M
pany will hold a special meeting to train to be run by the Santa Fe RailJar
fat
dozen .... 5c
Rubbers,
per
3 f !
t
night In the station house. All mem way company over the Hot Springs
8
o'clock.
branch
is
at
There
little
bers are urged to be present.
H
ONLY AT
doubt but that this can be secured
L.,73
Tonight at the Elks' club the Mc- and the probable cost will be about
Wenle and Hoke teams of the new 25 cents. Each person will be exTHAL
bowling league will clash. All local pected to bring his own lunch.
Professor O. L. Hargrove of the
and visiting Elks and their ladies are
Normal University has been, appoint
cordially invited to be present.
ed the head of the games and athle
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
In
events
of
Is
warm
of
the
weather
tic
the
a
it
and
number
spite
day,
LABEL
LIE
NO
ON THE
THERE IS
expected that a large crowd will at of events such as baseball games for
tend the social and dance to be given men, Indoor baseball for the ladies,
W. T. Reed this morning received
tonight in the O. R. C. hall by the foot races for all, sack races, espe
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
notice that his father, J. A. Reed of
Catholic ladies. The young society cially for the women, who during the
crowd Is planning to be present, as past few months have had sufficient Harrisburg, Ohio, died last night at
his home in that city. Mr. Reed was
well as many of the older people.
practice In tight skirts to make themf SI
years of age, and waa one of the
professionals in this game, and dif old residents
of Harrisburg. The fun
George Sena, county ererk of Guad- ferent other amusements will be ready
QUALITY
eral services will be held tomorrow
was
married
alupe county,
yesterday for the picnickers' approval.
at 9 o'clock from the family
at Santa Rosa to Miss Matilda HenThe train will start from the Santa morning
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT
residence
at Harrisburg.
news
to
received
derson, according
Fe station and also will stop at
here today. Mr. Sena Is a brother of Bridge street for those residing near
COMING TO LAS VEGAS
Trlndad Sena of Las Vegas, and an that place. The
picnic will occur at
ine Rev. James Freeman .Tnnnpq
uncle of Antonio T. Sena of The the third Ice house in the Gallinas
Optic office. He is well known here. canyon. This Is the first move that ot Freeport, 111., Bays: "By his pow
erful presentation of the Gospel truth
has been made by the citizens to pro and his sane
methods In pressing
Albeen
from
Word
has
received
if
vide any amusement for the public home the
Brother W. M
invitation,
buquerque stating that the condition on the Geelorious Fourth, and it Is
Runyan has proven himself worthy
of David 0. Welch is stationary, and
pxnected that the attendance will be of the confidence of
pastors and
that no definite improvements have large.
churches everywhere. I do not know
been shown during the past two
of an evangelist whom I would rather
weeks. Wplch, a Las Vegas man,
or whom I would so gladly wel
have,
was injured in a railway accident POSTOFFICE SITE TO
come as a leader of a revival cam1
several weeks ago,
paign in church or city." Rev. Mr.
Runyan will come to this city July 9
BE
SELECTED
SOON
Postmaster F. O. Blood has received
to begin a series of evangelistic meeta letter from First Assistant Postmasings in which all the churches will
ter General Daniel C. Roper InformSENATOR
CATRON
AND ASSIST- be united.
ing him that the postofflce depart-me- n
ANT SECRETARY JONES ARE
wishes second class mall to be
ON THE JOB.
"HARVEY'S"
as possible.
handled as promptly
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
Newspapers especially are to be hur'
George A. Fleming this morning son. Old management; old rates. CarIS MADE FROM
ried in their progress through the received
a letter from Senator T. B. riage out every Saturday. Leave ormails. The postofflce department real Catron at
Washington informing him ders at Murnhev's or Plnzn hntoi
izes that newspapers are Important that the settlement
upon a fcite for
pieces of mail, as they contain mar- the federal euilding was receiving
ASK YOUR. CJR.OCER.
PLAIN FACTS
ket quotations and other information his careful attention. Mr Catrcn ex.
That Potter's can serve that next
that are necessary to- many business plained that on artcunt of the change party of yours, at less
expense and
men. A similar order has been sent of administration and other
import worry, with the best of service and re3
In
to
United
the
aii
every postmaster
ant matters in Washington th selec freshments than you can. Let us
States.
tion of the different sites all otev the quote you prices on any number of
United States had not been given the people.
The band concert given last night attention that they should have reTHE POTTER CANDY CO. Adv.
at Lincoln park was one of the most ceived had things been running
successful that have accurred on the smoothly, but that a special agent
Joseph N. Weber of New York has
s
East side this season. The
would be sent to Las Vegas to look
been
president of the Amplayed a number of excellent over the different sites as soon as
erican Federation of Musicians.
an
manner
in
efficient
and possible.
pieces
demonstrated their ability as a proMr. Fleming and the committee
MOST
YOUR MONEY
fessional organization. Lincoln park that has charge of the site proposiBig manufacturing plants that have
was well filled.
With the newly tion are taking advantage of every decided to locate in Calgary, Alberta,
painted band stand, all well lighted, opportunity to bring the question to will employ about 10,000 men.
the park, makes a pretty appearance a head and Mr. Fleming as secretary
at night. Another concert will be of the committee has endeavored to
given in Lincoln park next Wednes- have a site selected as soon as posday evening. Tonight at the Plaza sible. During his stay in Las Vegas
park the band will give its regular A. A. Jones, first assistant secretary
of the Interior, stated1 that he would
midweek concert.
do all he possibly could towards havThree rooms and part of the lobby ing the matter decided at once, and
or the commercial club quarters have the citizens of Las Vegas may feel
received the first part of the repairs certain that the matter wfil be look"
EVERYBODY READS THE
VEGAS OPTIC that are taking place there, and already ed after with all diligence.
show a great improvement over the
former condition. It is expected that
I.ICIITV WEDDED
all the retinting will have been com
THAT
the
latfer
pleted by
part of this week
and then the floors will receive conCLYDE
SIMS!
sideration. Secretary Stark ia in
of
Best of EverjIMng
The
receipts of a number of letters from
the summer students of the New Mex CONFIRMATION OF THE RUMOR
OF YESTERDAY IN A POSTAL
ico Normal University thanking him
CARD FROM BRIDE
as secretary of the club for the deWe ixre headlightful entertainment that was given
A friend of Miss Llva Lichty at the
in their honor last week at the Dun
New
Mexico Normal University this
can opera house.
morning received a postal card from
Passersby might have imagined Colorado Springs on which was writin
The Optic was the publication place ten:
of "The Suffragette" this afternoon.
"Happily married,
The place was filled with young
"Mrs. C. A. Marsh."
The card was mailed yesterday. It
women, a deputation from the NorSTRAWBEHE1ES AND
mal University summer school hav- h presumed
the ' wedding occurred
California Apricots, Clyman Plums, Peaches, Table
some
The
come
Norto
time
watch the process of geting
during the day.
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
ting out a dailv nansr Thn cirla mal faculty and students regard the
Cherries, Pie Cherries, Strawberries, Dewberries,
showed the greatest interest in the postal card as confirmation of the re
Lemons, Oranges and Bananas
jinoiype machines greatly to the port that the art and vocal music
pleasure of the operators. They also teacher had quit the school to be
bestowed considerable time upon the married, though when she left the
presses. The editorial department young woman' stated she had been
didn't appeal to them particularly
called home because of the llmess of
and the local staff was jeered by the her father. Dr. Frar.k H- H. Roberts,
1
printers when they departed.
The president of the school, has begun
M f
students appeared to enjoy their
4 and 21
n:0M;
looking about for a trncher to- Sucvisit. The Optic certainly did.
ceed Mrs. Marsh.
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Recently we were Fortunate in securing
a large quantity of 4 in hand Ties of Job
Silks.
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Highest .In Quality

Insist on "Hunts" you want the hignest
quality in panned fruits
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We are prepared to make first
mortgage loans on
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled
promptly
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LaS V6SaS real estate at
some bargains that are bound to make
take advantage of them.

FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency
Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,

Main 40.
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